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Everyone is using tablets and their phones for  
reasons other than to make calls 



 There is probably an App for that 
◉ Want “the brightest” flashlight on your phone…there’s an app 

for that 
◉ Need a compass…there’s an app for that 
◉ Need to calibrate a spray nozzle…there’s an app for that 
◉ Want to see if there are supernatural spirits in the 

room…there’s even an app for that 

Think of a Problem 



 Friends 
 Workshops 
 Magazines 
 TV Shows 
 Google 
 App Store 
 ASK ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF 12!!! 

Searching for and getting apps 



 You can download one and try it out 
◉ There are a lot of apps that are free 
◉ If you find that you don’t really use the app much, you can just 

delete it and nothing is lost 
◉ There may be more than one that does the “same thing” 

◉ You can try out several to see which one you like the best 
 

The Nice Thing About Apps 



Some of My Favorite Apps for Work 



Barchart 



Barchart 









 Provides Ag news 
 Futures/options quotes 
 Blogs 

Farm Futures 
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Farm Futures 



CattleFax 



CattleFax 
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CattleFax 



Cash Grain Bids 



Cash Grain Bids 



 Cattle Market Mobile is app designed to help  
 cattle producers monitor current auction  
 prices across the United States 
 
 This app displays reports produced by the 
 USDA's Agricultural Marketing Service as well as reports  
 from a variety of other sources 

Cattle Market Mobile 
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Cattle Market Mobile 



Farm Logs 
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Farm Logs 

Don’t forget about  
the email alerts. 



 Helps you generate a tank mix 
 Enter the acreage, tank size, and carrier volume 
 Select your chemicals from the list or add your  

own 
 The App will then calculate the number of loads required to 

spray your acreage (along with full and partial load mixes of 
the chemicals you selected) 

Tank Mix Calculator 



 Allows you to save jobs for quick  
recall 

 Provides the chemical labels 
 Again, you can add your own  

chemical if not on the list 
 Combined with an accurate acreage 

estimate (like the one given with  
the FarmLogs App) can save money 

Tank Mix Calculator 



 Your own bank’s app 
◉ A lot of bigger banks have apps that allow you to look at your 

account balances, move money between accounts, even 
deposit checks from your phone 

◉ I use my bank’s app almost daily 

Other Apps Not Specifically for Ag 



 Flashlight 
◉ There are a lot of flashlight apps on the 
 market 
◉ Pick one and try it out 
◉ They come in handy at times would wouldn’t even expect  
 

Other Apps Not Specifically for Ag 



 Bubble Level 
◉ Take your pick 

 
 Compass 

◉ The need may arise 
 
 

 Unit Converter 
◉ Because I still don’t understand the metric system 

Other Apps Not Specifically for Ag 
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Other Apps Not Specifically for Ag 



 Solitaire 
◉ Admit it…we all have our vices 

 
 
 

 Radio Apps 
◉ If you would like to listen to your favorite radio station, but get 

nothing but static…there’s an app for that 

Other Apps Not Specifically for Ag 



Apps Already on Your Phone 



 To save battery life 
◉ Set your screen to black background 

◉ Note:  The “black” background on your phone is not truly black.  
You can go to the web and download a “true black background” as 
a picture and set the picture as your background. 

◉ This uses less battery 
◉ Close down all apps that you are not using 
◉ Turn off your Bluetooth / Wi-Fi 
◉ Turn down the brightness of your screen / use auto brightness 
◉ Don’t leave your phone in direct sunlight 

Some Helpful Hints 



Some Helpful Hints 



Conclusion 
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